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Title word cross-reference

[Fey81, Fey82c].  $22.00 [Dys98].  $22.95 [Oni15].  $24.95 [Dys11a, RS12].  $26.00
[Bro06, Ryc17, Dys05].  $29.99 [Oni15, Roe12, Dys11a].  $30.00
[Kra08, Lep07, Wüt07].  $35 [Ano03b].  $50.00 [DeV00, Ano99].  $500
[Ano39].  $55.00 [Noe11].  $80.00hb/$30.00pb [Cao06].  $9.95 [Oni15].  α
[GN87, Slå72].  e [BC18].  F(t) · r [BS96].  λ [Fey53c, Fey53a].  SU(3) [Fey65a].  
U(6) ⊗ U(6) [FGMZ64].  π [BC18].  r [EFK+62].

-Transition [Fey53a].

0-691-03327-7 [Bro96c].  0-691-03685-3 [Bro96c].

1965 [Fey64e].  1988 [Meh02].
[Anoxx, Bre97, Gin01, Kai02]. 235 [FdHS56].

3 [Ish20, Ryc17]. 3.0 [Sem09]. 3.2 [Sem16].

40th [MKR87]. 469pp [Cao06].

8 [Roe12].

9 [BF82]. 978 [Ish20, Roe12, Ryc17]. 978-0-06135-132-7 [Oni15].
978-0-300-20998-3 [Ryc17]. 978-0-8090-9355-7 [Oni15].
978-3-319-96835-3 [Ish20]. 9th [JP08].

Abenteuer [FL14]. Abner [CHS97]. Absolute [Fey53b]. Absorber
[FW41, Pri94, WF45]. Absorbing [FW46]. Absorption [Ber47]. Acquired
[TF70, TF71]. Across [Bus10, II08]. Action [Fey42, WF49]. Addison
[Dys98]. Addison-Wesley [Dys98]. Advanced [Sca91]. adventure
[MB11a]. Adventures
[BF82, Dre89, FL14, Sac85, Tei86, FL88, FLH85b, FLH85a]. advice
[FGL+12]. Again [Lee95]. Against [Wüt13a]. Age
[Dys98]. Alamos
[MKR87, BHB80, BFB82, Bet91b, Bet93, Fey74c, Fey80b, Fey82a, Wil75].
Albert [Hor00]. Albuquerque [Dys79b]. algorithm [XWhZ13]. ALOHA
[dALM+12]. Altas [Fey72a]. America [Fey63c]. among [FFF77]. Amplifier
[BF46, dDD+19]. amplitude [Fie06]. Wan93]. amplitudes
[Wes93, dALM+12]. analysis [CH70, FRRZ04]. analyzer [TF00]. Ancestor
[DE88]. and/or [Mill2]. Anecdotes [BF82]. ANESTOC [FRRZ04].
Anniversary [MKR87]. anthology [War12]. Anthony
[Ano99, Ano03a, DeV00]. Anthropic [Spe91]. anthropology [Fey15].
Antiparticles [Fey89b, Fai89]. Anton [Fis10, Fis12, Fis10, Fis12]. Any
[Sta97, Kan95]. Apart [Cao06, Fre06, Kai05b, Kra08, Lep07, Wüt07].
Apostolos [Oni15]. Appendix [Fey86d]. Application
[Fey46, Fey55b, Fey69a, Wüt13b]. Applications
[Fey51c, Mor04, Mar06, Maz09, Sca91]. Applied [DMR57]. applying
[Fey88a]. Approach [Bro05, Cal72, Fey48c, Fey49a, FBD05, ST09, BKSS10,
BKSS12, Cra93, FFF78]. approximated [BC18]. Archibald [Kla72]. Art
[Roe12, Ano96, Dys11a, FF95]. articles [Ano89]. Artist [Fey89a]. aspects
[Sim80]. astounding [Haw11]. astronomy [FF91]. Atomic
[Edw85, Fey53d, Fey53b, Fey53e, Fey54a, Oni15, Bet91b]. Atoms
[Fey91a, Bro98]. actual [Fey51b]. Audio [Rat06]. auroras [Fey15].
autobiography [Dys18]. automated [BFK98]. Automatic
[Nog93, Sas76, Wan93, dALM+12, Sem98, Sem09, Sem16, XWhZ13].
Averages [Pop98]. Award [Ano54a, Ano54b]. Awarded [Ano35, Dys65].

Collected [Fey05a]. collection [Bus10, Kla72, Rat06]. College [Ano39].
Collider [Acz10]. Collins [Oni15]. Collisions [Fey69d, Fey69b, Fey77a].
Coloring [Roe12, Dys11a]. Colors [Ano96]. Combinatorial [Cra93].
Commentaries [Ano96]. commentary [Bro00c, Dys01]. Comments [FPT70].
Competition [Ano39]. Complete [Rat06]. Components [FGMZ64].
Compton [BF52]. Computation [DP04, DeV00, Hey99a, Ano99, Ano03a, FHA96, HF+96, Hey99b, HF02, Sei00, TF04].
computations [dALM+12].
Computer [San87, Ano02, Bro00b, CH70]. Computers [Fey84, Fey86a, Hey99a, Ano87, BF52].
Computing [Fey85a, MD02]. Concept [NOC10, Coo15, Fey51b].
Conceptual [Fey48a, Fey74a, JP08, KLR13, DMR57].
conversation [Fey51b]. Connection [Cos50, Hill90]. Connexion [Cos50].
Consequences [Fey65a]. conserved [Nog17a, Nog17b]. Conspicuous [Bro00a]. constant [BC18].
Coopersmith [Noc11]. Cornell [Bet93, Dys09, Dys89]. Correction [BBF53].
Corrections [Ano87, BF52]. Correlations [FFF77, Fey77a].
Cosmic [VF39]. Cosmological [Spe91]. Cosmology [Spe91]. cosmos [DAN00]. Counting [Kan18]. coupling [Kan95]. Course [Fey78, DT16].
Creation [Acz10]. Creativity [Fey80a]. creators [Str11]. Crystal [Fey55a, FHIP62, TF70, TF71]. Cult [Fey74b]. culture [Fey66e]. Curie [Oni15, Hor00].
Curious [DRE89, FLH85b, FLH85a, FL06, Sac85, Tei86, FL88, FF95, FL14].
Current [Fey51b, FGMZ64, FKR71]. Cut [Fey48b, Fey48d]. Cut-Off [Fey48b, Fey48d].

D [Spe91]. Dabney [Ano65b]. Damping [FW41]. Darwin [Hor00, Oni15, SNA+06]. data [Fey92]. David [Cao06, For07, Jac10, T"uri10, Witt07, For07, Fre06, Kra08, Lep07].
day [HHW99]. DC [Oni15]. Dead [Gle88, Ove08]. decomposiTIon [ST09].
Definition [Her13, Cos50, Cos50]. Definitive [Fey70a]. degree [RLER07].
Derivation [Eps55]. description [Fie06]. Design [Fri14, KYT+92].
Determination [Ber47]. Deuteron [LF52, LF54]. Development [Fey66c, Witt11b, Fey66a, Fey66b, Fey98b, Witt13b].
Deviations [Bro06, Dys05, Fey05a, Sch06]. diagonal [FC82].
Diagram [PJ95, BFK98, Jis13, Jis14, Lai08, TF00, XWhZ13, XW15].
Diagrammatica [Vel94]. Diagrams [Bro18a, Cal72, DR18, Fre06, KIH04, Kni05a, Kni05b, Kra08, Lep07, Mey08, Mey18, St"o17, St"o18, Vel94, Witt07, Witt11g, Witt11h, Witt11i, Witt12, ABD+18, Bil74, BT04, BCKT09, CH70, Cao06, DT16, Dar19, Fey71a, FT92, Gro12, Gro07, HL08, JL86, Kre00, Lev09, Mar06, Mat67, Mat76, Mat92, Oh95, Sca91, TF04, Wan93, V091].
Pin89, Pop98, Pri94, Pup02, Res18, RLER07, Sas76, Sau08, Sca91, SNA+06, Sch86, Sch94b, Sch94a, Sch94c, Sei00, Sem98, Sem09, Sem16, She05, Sim80, Sla72, ST09, Smi15, Sta98, Sta97, Stö17, Stö18, Str08, Stu10, Sty11, Syk94, Tay97, TVOT98, Tel89, TF00, TF04, Vel94, Vis51, Wan93, Wei88, Wes93, Who89, Whi16, Wüt11c, Wüt11d, Wüt11g, Wüt11h, Wüt11l, Wüt12, Wüt13a, Wüt13b, Wüt18, XWhZ13, XW15, Zeh11, dDD19, dALM12, vO91].

Feynman [Cus96, Dys92, Dys05, Jac10, Sch06, Tür10, Ano03b, Ben11, FGL06, Gro14, Ish20, Ano99, Ano03a].

Feynman-Diagram [PJ95].

Feynman-graph [Kan95].

Feynman [Roe12].

Feynman/Miller [SGT+95].

FeynmanParameter [Wes93].

Feynman's [Ano89].

FeynRules [CD09].

FF [vO91].

Field [Fey67a, TF70, TF71, Wüt11d, Cos50, Dar19, Fey71c, Fey88a, Sem09, Vis51].

field-less [Dar19].

FIESTA [ST09].

Fifty [CP14].

Files [BLM19].

Field-less [Dar19].

FIESTA [ST09].

Fifty [CP14].

Files [BLM19].

Field-less [Dar19].

FIESTA [ST09].

Fifty [CP14].

Files [BLM19].

Field-less [Dar19].
Gravitation [Fey71b, DMR57, Fey63a, Fey64b, Fey64c, FMWH95, Ano03b].

gravitational [Fey71c]. Great [Cro01, Hal09, Wüt11c, Bre97, LeV10].

Gribbin [Kai01, Kai01]. Group [FGMZ64]. Groveling [Ano65b].

Guide [EFV03, Fey67a, Mat67, Mat76, Mat92]. guided [HG07].

Gurr [Oni15]. Guy [GM89].

H [Oni15, Wei88]. Hadron [Acz10, Fey69b, Fey72c, Fey77a]. Hadrons [Fey69d]. Hall [Cha89, GM89]. Halpern [For19]. Hamiltonian [Wüt11j].

Hancock [SGT +95]. Hancock-Beaulieu [SGT +95]. Hans [Goo99]. Harald [Mil12, RS11]. hardback [Ish20, Tay97]. Hardbound [DeV00].

Hardcover [Oni15]. Harper [Oni15]. Hatfield [Oni15]. Having [Fey51c]. Hawking [Spe91, Cro01, Dan00]. Heisenberg [Mil12, Bre97, Fri11]. Heitler [Hei62].

helicity [dALM +12]. Helium [CF57, Fey53b, Fey53c, Fey54a, Fey55c, FC56, Fey53d, Fey55b, FC55, Fey58]. Hellmann [Bee80, FC82, GN87, Pup98, Pup02, RLER07, Sla72].

Heraclitus [Dan00]. Here [Ano39, Bre97]. Heuristics [Wüt13a]. Hey [Ano99, Ano03a, DeV00].

Hibbs [Wei66, Sty11]. High [Ano35, FHRK51, Fey69d, Fey77a, FF77, RLER07]. High-Energy [Fey69d]. high-transverse-momentum [FF77]. Highest [Ano35]. Hilary [Dys11a, Roe12]. Hill [DMR57, Oni15]. Hintertreppe [Fis10, Fis12].


Idea [Wol16, JR06]. ideas [Bre97, Wol16]. II [Fey55c, Nog17b]. III [FLS66].

illus [Oni15]. Illustrated [Syk94]. im [For07, Jac10, Tür10]. images [FF95].


Infinitesimal [Fey93]. Infinity [Bro96a]. influential [Rog10]. information [Fri14]. Inquiry [Fey88c]. insights [FGL +12]. inspiration [Ano65b].

inspired [Par03]. Integral [ST09, Sni15, BS96, BKSS12, DT08, JL86, Sim80, Stu10]. Integrals [AHK76, AHKM08, Her13, AB+18, BKSS10, FH65, FH68, FH93, FHS10, JP08, Maz09, Str08, Wes93, Wei66]. integraly [FH68]. integration [Cra93, San08]. Integrity [Fey90]. Interacting [Mor04, FV00].

Interaction [Fey50, FGM58, FG92, WF45, BS96, Vis51]. interactions [Fey65a, Fey65d, Fey67a, Fey69c, Fey72c]. interest [Mil12]. interface [BT04, BCKT09]. Interfaces [SGT +95]. Interfaces/Meadows [SGT +95].

[Fey80a]. Interview [Ano05, Dav79]. intriguing [DD+19]. Introduction
[AHKM08, Bil74, Bro18b, Lar19, Wüt11b, Dys05, Hel37]. Introductory
[FLV69]. Intuitive [Lar19]. invariance [HZ01]. Invention [CA15].
Invisible [Fri91]. IP [KYT+92]. ISBN
[Bro96c, Ish20, Oni15, Roe12, Ryc17, Tay97, Wüt07]. Issue
[Lub89, Ano89]. Iterated [ABD+18]. Ivancevic [Bus10, Bus10]. Izluchenie
[FLS76b].

J [Ano99, Ano03a, DeV00, Gro14, Spe91]. J. [PC06]. Jagdish
[Cus96, Tay97]. James [Ryc17, Dys92]. January [DMR57, FRRZ04]. Japan
[FFF77, Fey77c, FFF78, FF78]. Jim [Dys11a, Oni15, Roe12]. John
[Dys98, For19, Spe91, Hal17, Kla72, Ove08]. Joking
[FLH85b, FLS85a, Fey86b, FL14, Sac85, Tei86]. Jonathan [Oni15]. Jörg
[Ish20]. Joseph [Spe91]. Journey [Lei00, Dys91]. July [KLR13]. June
[FRRZ04, KLR13].

Kac [Mor04]. Kaiser [Cao06, Fre06, Kra08, Lep07, Wüt07]. Kalten
[For07, Jac10, Tür10]. kernel [Cos50]. Kinetika [FLS76b]. kleinsten
[Fis10, Fis12]. Knots [Kre00]. knowledge [Fey51b]. Known [Ano54b].
Krauss [Dys11a, Lan11, RS12]. Krieg [For07, Jac10, Tür10]. kurs [Fey78].
Kvantovaľa [FH68]. Kvantovaya [FLS78]. Kvanty [FLS76b].

L [Ano39, Gro14]. L. [Cos50]. Lab [Dys98]. Labyrinth [For19, Hal17].
Ladder [Kal05a]. Lagrangian [Dir33, Sem98, Sem16]. Lamb [BBF53].
LanHEP [Sem98, Sem90, Sem16]. large [FF77, FFL78, Acz10].
large-transverse-momentum [FF78]. Last [Dys91, Lei00, Paz89]. lasting
[Dur00]. Latin [Fey63c]. Latter [Ano39]. Lattice [FW46]. Laureates’
[Nob72]. laureaty [Dai67]. Lauren [Oni15]. Law
[Fey94b, Fey65e, Fey70c, Fey12, Hut68, Mic67]. Lawrence
[Dys11a, Lan11, RS12]. Laws [And88, Fey66d, Ano02, FW87, Fey87b].
Leading [Gle88, Cro01]. Leap [Bus10, Fis10, Fis12, II08]. learned [Cec11].
Least [Fey42]. Lecture
[HH99, Fey79, Fey62a, Fey62b, FHH+62, Fey95, GFG97]. Lectures
[C14, Edw85, Fey59c, Fey62c, Fey64a, FLS66, Fey70a, Fey71b, FHM03,
FGL+06, Gro07, Haf65, Lin66, Rat06, SSO9, Tre64, Ano03b, FLS65b, FLS64,
FLS65a, Fey72d, FW87, FLS89, FMWH95, FHA96, Fey98c, FLS06, Fey10b,
Fey10a, FLS14, Gro12, HF+96, Nob72, Fey06a, And88, Leb73, Mul74].

Leeds
[Dys91, Haf65, Lin66, Tre64, Fey00b, Par03]. lektsii
[FLS76a, FLS76b, FLSS7b, FLS77a, FL77, FLSS7]. lektsii [Fey78]. Leland
[Dys11a, Roe12]. less [Dar19]. Letter [Fer52, Fey67b]. Letters
[Bro06, Dys05, FD93, Fey05a, Sch06, SF56, Dys18]. Level
[dALM+12]. Lies [KYT+92]. Life
[Cus96, Dys92, Dys11a, Gle92, Kai01, Lan11, Res18, RS12, SGT+95, Tay97, Ano89, Cro01, GG97, Ish20, Kra11, Meh94, Mlo03a, PC06]. Lifetime
[Gin01]. Light [Fey13, MB11b, Pic17a, Fey88d, Fey06b, Fey10b]. Limits
[DeV00, Hey99a, Ano99, Ano03a, HF02, Sei00]. linear
[DeV00, Hey99a, Ano99, Ano03a, HF02, Sei00]. Liquid
[CF57, Fey53b, Fey54a, FC56, Fey53d, Fey53e, Fey55b, FC55, Fey58]. Lisbon [FRRZ04]. literature [HG07]. lives [Bre97, Wol16]. Logic [Bro00a].
Logicomix [Oni15]. London [Kra08, Lan11]. loop
[Fey71a, FT92, Gro07, Wan93, vO91]. loop-diagrams [Wan93]. Lorentz
[HZ01]. lost [GFG97]. Louis
[Vis51]. Love [Oni15]. Lowbrow [Tel89]. luminaries [Bri95a].
[Hi89]. machinery [Fey93]. machines [Bro00b, Fey85a]. Made
[Bro96b, Bro96c, Sax94, Way95, CD09, Haw11, Sch94a, SGT+95]. Magic
[Kla72, Dar19]. Magnetic [NC89]. magnetizm [FLS77a]. magnitudes
[Co50]. Mai [FLS70]. Mainly [FLS64]. Maker [Dys18]. Makers
[AG02, Wo16]. making [Bro96c]. Man
[Dys05, Dys11a, Fey33, Lan11, Res18, RS12, Kra11, Ish20]. Manhattan
[HHW99]. manipulation [BS96]. Many
[Kai05a, Mat67, Mat76, Mat92]. Mapping [EFK+62]. Marcolli
[Ben11]. Marie [Hor00, Oni15]. Markvart [SGT+95]. Mary
[FW46, SGT+95]. Materials/Mönch [SGT+95]. Math
[Ano39, Pic17a]. Mathematical
[AHK76, AHKM08, Fey50, Her13, Maz09, FRRZ04]. Mathematics
[Ano35, CHT15, St618, FF91, Fey65b, Fey65c, Fey69a, War12]. Mathematische
[Ano11a, Ano11b, Fey13, MB11b, Pin89, Wüt11a, Wüt11f, FLS64, Fey88d, Fey06b, Fie06, Jis13, Jis14, WH07]. Matthew
[Haf65, Lin66, Tre64]. Max
[Fis10, Fis12, Fis10, Fis12]. Maxwell [Dys90]. May
[Meh02]. Meadows
[SGT+95]. Meaning
[Dys98, Fey98d]. Means
[Wüt11b, Wüt13b]. Mechanical
[CHS97, Fey84, Fey86a, Ano02, Fey65f, Fey85b, Fey86c, Fey87b]. Mechanics
[Ar097, DP04, Fey48c, Fey78, FRRZ04, Leb73, Mul74, Pic17a, Pic17c, Wei66, Wüt11j, Dir33, DR93, Fey51a, Fey55b, FLS65a, FH65, FLS66, FH68, Fey72d, FH39, Fey98c, Fey10b, FHS10, Fie06, For07, Fri11, Lin66, Mil12]. Mechanism
[FW41, WF45]. Mechanistic
[Wüt18]. Medal
[Ano35]. Mehra
[SGT+95, Tay97, Cus96]. mehkanika [FLS78, FH68, Fey78]. mekhaniki
[FLS76a]. Memorial
[And88, Ano89, FW87]. Memories
[BR93, Hey96]. Men
[Bro96b, Bro96c, Sax94, SGT+95, Way95, Eds67, Sch94a]. Merely
[Ber01]. Meson
[HFRK51, LF52, LF54]. mesons
[Fey51b, FF77, Fey51b]. Method
[Sla72, GN87]. Meyenn
[SGT+95]. Michelle
[Dys05, Ano05, Bro06]. Milestones
[Wüt11b]. millennium
[Fey10a]. Miller


P [And88, Ano35, Ano54a, Ano88, Ano03b, Bet91a, Bro06, Dre89, Dys98, Dys05, Fey64e, Fey72d, FF95, Fey98a, FR99, Fey00c, FRRZ04, Fey05a,
Goo89, Haf65, Hut68, Leb73, Lin66, Mul74, Sac85, Sch06, Spe91, Tei86, Tre64, Vis51, Wei66, Wei88, Ryc17. package

[FT92, Sem98, Sem09, Sem16, vO91]. Page [SGT+95]. pages


Quantenelektrodynamik. [FH69]. Quantenmechanik [For07, Jac10, Tür10]. Quantensprung [Fis10, Fis12]. quantizing [Fey71c]. Quantum [Ar097, Bro00a, Bro05, CHS97, DP04, Fey42, Fey48d, Fey48c, Fey49a, Fey50, Fey51c, Fey61a, Fey62a, FH65, Fey66c, FLS66, FH1 +62, FFF78, Fey84, Fey55b, Fey86c, Fey86a, FH93, FRRZ04, FBD05, Fey07a, FHS10, Fie06, For19, Hal17, Hei37, II08, Kra11, Lin66, Mii12, Pic17c, Pop98, Sch58, Sch89, Sch03, SGT +95, Sta97, Wei66, Wüt11i, Wüt11j, Wüt13a, Wüt18, Ano02, Bro00b, Dir33, DR93, Fey51a, Fey55b, Fey61d, Fey63a, FV63, Fey64b, Fey64c, Fey65f, Fey66a, Fey66b, Fey82c, Fey87b, Fey88a, Fey98b, FV00, Fey10b, Fis10, Fis12, Fri11, Fri14, Haw11, KLR13, MD02, MB11a, Nog17a, Nog17b, Sca91, Str11, TvoT98, Zeh11, FLS65a, FH65, FH69, For07, RS12, Bus10, Dys11a, Lan11]. Quantum-chromodynamic [FFF78]. Quantum-Mechanical [Fey84]. Quark [FKR71, Fey77c, FF77, Mer16, Eds67, FF78, Fie06, Mer17]. Quarks [Fey67b, Fey73, Hen10]. Quest [FL87a, Bro00b]. quotable [Hor00].

Rays [VF39]. Reaction [FW41]. Reader [Spe91]. readers [Mil12].
Reading [Ano99, DeV00]. readings [WH07]. real [FR98]. Reality
[Hal17, For19]. Reason [Fey89b, Fa89]. Reasonable
[Bro06, Dys05, Fey05a, Sch06]. Receive [Ano54b]. Receives [Ano35],
Recruit [Wil75]. Redniss [Oni15]. REDUCE [Cal72]. reduction
[Stu10, Smi15]. Reduze [Stu10]. reef [Ano96]. reference [DD+19].
Reflections [Gin01, FGL+12]. Reinterpreting [Pri94]. Relation
[Fey64d, Fey56a]. Relativistic [BBF53, Fey48b, Fey48d, Fey48c, FKR71].
Relativitätstheorie [SGT+95]. Relativitätstheorie/Wong [SGT+95].
Relativity [Pic17a, DT16, Fey11d, Fey97, HZ01]. release [BCKT09].
Reliability [Fey86d]. Religion [SF56, Fey56a]. Remarks [Sau08].
Remembering [BMGW88]. Reminiscences [BHB80, BFB82].
renormalization [Gro07]. Reply [Lee95, Pri94]. Report [Fey86d]. Reports
[Hei62]. Represent [Mey08]. Representation
[DR18, FVH57, Wütt11b, BC18, Wütt13b]. reprint [Fey62a, FHH+62].
reproduction [FH09]. Resag [Ish20]. research [Bus10]. researcher
[Ben11]. Reshaping [Sax94]. Resonance [MF56]. Response
[Sta98, BF46, DD+19]. returns [Goo01]. Revealed [Usd09]. Review
[And88, Ano99, Ano03a, Ano03b, Bro96b, Bro96c, Bro06, Cao06, Cus96,
DeV00, Dres9, Dys91, Dys92, Dys98, For19, Fre06, Gro14, Ha95, Hur86,
Ish9, Kao9, Kra9, Lan11, Leb73, Lep07, Lin66, Mic67, Mul74, Noc11,
Rat06, Roe12, Ryc17, Sac85, Sax94, Sch06, Spe91, Tei86, Tre64, Tür10,
Way95, We96, Wütt07, Sta98, Tay97]. Reviews
[Dys11a, Hut68, Jac10, KYT+92, Oni15, Ano96]. revolution [MD02].
Revolutionized [For19, Hal17]. Rhymes [Mer16]. Richard
[Ano03b, Bro06, Cus96, Dys91, Dys92, Dys98, Dys05, Dys11a, For07, For19,
Hor00, Jac10, Lan11, Mic67, RS12, Sch06, SGT+95, Spe91, Tay97, Tür10,
And88, Ano87, Ano88, Ano02, BMGW88, Bet88, Bet91a, B935, Bur93,
Bro09c, Bro11, Bry90, Cec11, DB88a, Dav79, Dres9, Dur00, Dys11a, Dys11b,
EF03, Fey64e, Fey80a, Fey95a, Fey94a, FF95, Fey98a, FR99, Fey00c,
Fey05a, For07, Gle88, Gle92, Go90, GG00, GG97, Haf65, Hal17, Han10,
Hey96, Hey99b, Hi98, Hur86, Hut68, KYT+92, Kra11, LeV10, Leb73, Le00,
Lin06, Lub89, Meh94, Meh92, MB11b, Muk11, Par03, Pin89, Sac85, Sch94c,
Sch06, Syk94, Tei86, Tre64, Wei88, Wh16, Kai01]. ride [Dys97b]. Ring
[Usd09]. rire [Fey00a]. road [Bet91b]. Robert [Ha95, Lin66, Tre64].
Rockaway [Ano35]. Rogers [Fey86d]. role [DMR57, Fey57c, Fey66e, Gro12].
ROM [KYT+92]. Room [Fey59a, Fey59b, Fey61c, Fey92, Fey11e, JR06].
Rosenberg [Usd09]. rotational [Fey56c]. roton [FC55]. routine [Le90].
Rules [Eps55, CD09, CK74, Nog17a, Nog17b, Sem98, Sem09, Sem16].
Russian [Dai67, FH68, Fey78].

S [Bro96b, Bro96c, Way95]. S43 [Ano03a]. SAMP [FRRZ04].
SAMP/ANESTOC [FRRZ04]. Sands [Ha65, Lin66, Tre64]. Santiago
[FRRZ04]. Scale [Usd09]. Scattering [BF52, CF57, VF39, Wütt11e, FF77].
References
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